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Chihuahua (Smart Owner's Guide)Kennel Club Books, 2010

	
		Smart Owners Guide Chihuahua is the first interactive breed book of it kind to offer new and novice owners a fun new way to learn about caring for their loyal companions. Chihuahua offers the most up-to-date online support with instant access to Club Chi™ where owners can meet and interact with other dedicated owners,...
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HCI Models, Theories, and Frameworks: Toward a Multidisciplinary Science (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
In the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), researchers and practitioners from diverse disciplines in the social sciences, information technology, engineering, and computer science all strive to improve the relationship, or interface, between person and machine. The multidisciplinary tradition of HCI certainly has enriched its development....
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The Wireless Data HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
This fourth edition of the Wireless Data Handbook will begin to reach readers in 1999,
the centennial year of Marconi’s first sale of data radio to the British Navy. For the
army of fresh, young people now turning their impressive energy and intellect to this
growing field, it is fitting to have enough historical perspective to...
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RF Circuit Design (Information and Communication Technology Series,)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
A Must-Read for all RF/RFIC Circuit Designers
    This book targets the four most difficult skills facing RF/RFIC designers today: impedance matching, RF/AC grounding, Six Sigma design, and RFIC technology. Unlike most books on the market, it presents readers with practical engineering design examples to explore how they're used to solve ever...
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Statistics in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Need to learn statistics for your job? Want help passing a statistics course? Statistics in a Nutshell is a clear and concise introduction and reference for anyone new to the subject. Thoroughly revised and expanded, this edition helps you gain a solid understanding of statistics without the numbing complexity of many college...
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The The Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of NeurologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
As with the first edition, this handbook's goals are to quickly remind and update the reader. It therefore strives to be well cross-referenced, terse, and thin a pocket book should really fit in the pocket. We have tried to keep in mind that the head is actually connected to the body, and include sections on medicine and other...
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Learn R for Applied Statistics: With Data Visualizations, Regressions, and StatisticsApress, 2018

	Gain the R programming language fundamentals for doing the applied statistics useful for data exploration and analysis in data science and data mining. This book covers topics ranging from R syntax basics, descriptive statistics, and data visualizations to inferential statistics and regressions. After learning R’s syntax, you will...
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Protein and Energy Requirements in Infancy and Childhood: 58th Nestlé Nutrition Workshop, Pediatric Program, Ho Chi Minh, November 2005 (Nestlé Nutrition Institute Workshop Series, Vol. 58)Karger, 2006

	In this volume, world-renowned specialists review the latest scientific information and recommendations for protein and energy requirements of infants and children. New data obtained with the latest techniques show significantly lower requirements for both energy and protein than previously thought. This will have far-reaching implications...
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Daring Missions of World War IIJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Few World War II stories are more gripping than those fought behind enemy lines by spies, underground members, and special forces.       

In his latest collection, Daring Missions of World War II, popular author and distinguished historian William Breuer brings to light largely unknown stories of behind-the-scenes bravery and covert...
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Doing Bayesian Data Analysis: A Tutorial with R and BUGSAcademic Press, 2010

	There is an explosion of interest in Bayesian statistics, primarily because recently created computational methods have finally made Bayesian analysis tractable and accessible to a wide audience. Doing Bayesian Data Analysis, A Tutorial Introduction with R and BUGS, is for first year graduate students or advanced undergraduates and provides...
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Elementary Statistics Using SASSAS Institute, 2009

	Bridging the gap between statistics texts and SAS documentation, Elementary Statistics Using SAS is written for those who want to perform analyses to solve problems. The first section of the book explains the basics of SAS data sets and shows how to use SAS for descriptive statistics and graphs. The second section discusses fundamental...
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Virtual RealismOxford University Press, 1998
From the simple VR games found in upscale video arcades, to the ultimate "immersion"--the CAVE, a surround screen, surround sound system that  projects 3 D computer graphics into a ten-foot high cube--virtual reality has introduced what is literally a new dimension of reality to daily life. But it is not without controversy. Indeed, some...
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